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MAGNETIC MIRROR FUSION - STATUS AND PROSPECTS* 

R. F. Post 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 

University of California, Livermore, CA 9f550 

The magnetic mirror approach to fusion—one of the hardy survivors in the 
long trek toward the goal of fusion—is in the midst of important evolutionary 
changes. Experiments that culminated, in the late nineteen seventies, in the 
creation of record-breaking fusion plasma conditions in the 2XIIB mirror experi
ment at Livermore ushered in a new era for mirror research. In this era two 
improved mirror systems, the tandem mirror (TM) and the field-reversed mirror 
(FRK) are being intensively studied. The twin practical aims of these studies: 
to improve the economic prospects for mirror fusion power plants and to reduce 
the size and/or complexity of such plants relative to earlier approaches to mag
netic fusion. While at the present time the program emphasis is still strongly 
oriented toward answering scientific questions, the emphasis is shifting as the 
data accumulates and as larger facilities—ones with a heavy technological and 
engineering orientation—are being prepared. In this paper the experimenal and 
theoretical progress that led to the new look in mirror fusion research will be 
briefly reviewed, the new TM and the FRM ideas will be outlined, and the project
ed future course of mirror fusion research will be discussed. 

MIRROR CONFINEMENT—BASIC PRINCIPLES 

The confinement of high temperature plasma by means of magnetic mirrors 
represents one of the basic concepts in plasma physics. Topologically, mirror 
confinement represents an "open" system, as opposed to "closed" magnetic systems 
such as the tokamak. To briefly review: In an open system of the mirror type 
the magnetic field lines leave the confinement region as illustrated in Fig. 1; 
in a closed or toroidal system they remain within the confinement region, which 
must thorefore have the topology of a doughnut—i.e. a toroid. These differences 
in topology find themselves reflected in fundamental differences in the mecha
nisms of plasma confinement in mirror systems vis-a-vis those operative in the 
tokamak. 

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory under contract number W-7105-ENG-48. 
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In an open system, such as a mirror machine, magnetic confinement operates 
both along and across the magnetic field. That is to say the magnetic field not 
only inhibits the diffusion of particles across the field lines to the chamber 
wall, but it also aot3 to inhibit their escape along the field lines. 
Longitudinal confinement, essential in an open device, is achieved here by the 
magnetic mirror effect, i.e. particles spiralling along the field lines are 
repelled from regions of increasing magnetic field—the mirrors—located at the 
ends of the confinement chamber. Particles will be trapped between the mirrors 
provided their rotational energy (as they circle around the field lines) is 
sufficiently large compared to their energy of motion along the field lines. 
Stated another way, the pitch angle of the particles' helical motion as they move 
toward the mirror from the low point in the field between the mirrors must be 
sufficiently great for adequate mirroring action to occur. This requirement 
defines a "loss cone" in velocity space for escape of particles through the 
mirrors (by collisional or other processes that deflect the particles' velocity 
vector—i.e. helical pitch angle—to lie too nearly parallel to the field line 
direction). As derived in Appendix A, this loss cone angle is a function of the 
mirror ratio, R m (ratio of field at the mirror to that at the field minimum 
between the mirrors) and of the ratio of the particles' energy to the magnitude 
of the naturally-occurring positive "ambipclar" potential of a mirror-confined 
plasma. This potential arises because the electrons of the plasma, since they 
scatter in velocity space more rapidly than the ions, tend to be lost through the 
mirrors more rapidly than the ions. But any initial disparity in loss rates 
leads inevitably to the buildup of an electrostatic potential that will slow down 
the electron loss rate until it equals that of the ions. Thus in steady state 
all but the most energetic electrons of a mirror-confined plasma are trapped 
electrostatically, by an ambipclar potential that is typically 1 to 5 times the 
electron temperature, i.e. e<fi0

 KH-5 kT e. Since T e *0.1 T i ( as established 
by collisional energy exchange between the ions and electrons, it follows that 
e<|)0 may be many kilo electron volts at fusion temperatures. As will be 
described, the tandem mirror takes advantage of this potential to enhance the 
confinement of a large-volume plasma trapped between tvo mirror cells that act as 
electrostatic "end plugs". 

To sum up thus far, plasma can be confined between mirrors by taking advan
tage of the retarding force exerted on gyrating particles as they spiral along 
field lines into a converging (increasing) magnetic field. The time scale for 
this confinement is set by interpartiole collisional effects that scatter the 
particles into the loss cone. The tendency for electrons to be lost more rapidly 
than ions is compensated by the buildup of a positive ambipolar potential; the 
resultant plasma loss rate is therefore determined by the ion-io.n collision 
rate. Since ion-ion collision rates decrease (as E ^ 2 ) with increasing ion 
energy, while fusion rates increase, high temperatures are favored to enhance the 
fusion power balance. Aa we will see, however, this balance is sufficiently mar
ginal in a single-cell mirror system to prompt the development of ideas, such as 
the TM and the ?M, which aim at enhancing mirror confinement. 

MIRROR CONFINEMENT - THE MAGNETIC WELL AND MHD INSTABILITIES 

Open systems, such as the mirror, possess an important property not shared by 
closed field systems. That is, the confining magnetic field may be configured as 
a "magnetic well", i.e. a magnetic mirror field in which the field intensity has 
an absolute minimum point between the mirrors, surrounded by nested closed 
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constant |B| contours. Figure 1 (lower drawing) depicts a magnetic well field 
configuration aa produced by a "baseball" coil winding. 

Plasma confined in a magnetic well field cannot be subject to instabilities 
of tiie hydromagnetio type, up to plasma pressures (energy densities) that can 
approach the maximum magnetic pressure (energy density) of the confining field. 
In terms of the plasma parameter "beta", the ratio of plasma energy density to 
energy density of the imposed confining field, this means that B values 
approaching unity are possible. This situation is in sharp contrast with that 
for closed systems such as the tokanak, where the onset of hydronagnetic 
instabilities with increasing B typically limits this parameter to less than 
0.1. However the fusion power density, varying as the square of the plasma 
density, therefore varies as B^ 1*.* Thus for a given central confining 
field, B, fusion power densities in mirror systems can be of order 100 times or 
more those in a tokamak with the same B. Some of this advantage is lost for the 
mirror when the B field and the B are averaged ove? the entire confinement 
region, including the mirrors (where B is high and (5 is low), but most of it is 
retained as long a.r; the mirror regions do not represent a substantial part of the 
confinement volume. 

As we shall later see, the high B advantage of mirrors is particular];' pro
nounced in the field-reversed mirror, where the plasma itself, through internal 
diamagnetic currents flowing within it, enhances the effect of the external con
fining field. Thus, as measured against the external confining field, the 
volume-averaged B value in a FRM can in principle be substantially larger than 
unity, implying an extremely efficient use of the confining field. 

MIRROR CONFINEMENT - HIGH FREQUENCY INSTABILITIES 

To complete the list of the general characteristics of mirror confinement 
systems, the role of high frequency plasma instabilities will now be discussed. 
Owing to the existence of the loss cone in velocity 3pace it is clearly not pos
sible to confine an isotropic plasma in a conventional mirror cell. The ions of 
the plasma, being trapped only if their pitch angles exceed a critical value 
which is a function of their energy, have distribution functions that have 
"holes" at small angles and low energies (see Appendix A for a discussion of this 
point). These departures from a Maxwellian distribution represent, in the plasma 
context, what would be called "inverted populations" in a laser context—i.e. a 
depletion of the lower energy portions of the ion energy distribution functions. 
In such a circumstance, as in a lasing medium, amplification of fluctuations can 
occur, leading to the buildup of plasma waves, at selected frequencies (of order 
the ion cyclotron frequency or its harmonics). At their non-linearly limited 
values such unstable waves can act to enhance the diffusion of the ions in veloc
ity space, leading to increased loss rates through the mirrors. In the design 
and operation of mirror systems it is therefore necessary to take precautions 
that minimize the rate of growth and/or the limiting amplitude of these instabil
ities. The general prescription is to reduce the population inversions, minimize 
wave reflections, reduce the radial density gradients (which are destabilizing) 
and limit the plasma length. As described later such techniques have been found 
effective in reducing the influence of high frequency instabilities in our 
experimental mirror systems to tolerable levels. There are theoretical reasons 

» Pinion ~ n*; B = nkT/(B2/8ir); n - BB 2, n 2 -' P^B". 
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for believing that this result can also be achieved as mirror systems are scaied 
up to the larger dimensions appropriate to fusion power generation. These 
theoretical predictions will be put to the test when new facilities, now under 
construction, are put into operation. 

Thus far we have discussed the question of high frequency instabilities only 
in the context of the ions of the plasma as their source. Fortunately, owing to 
the fact that the electrons in mirror-confined plasmas are in the main trapped 
electrostatically (and thus have near-Maxwellian distributions), they do not 
drive instabilities. In fact some of the ion-driven modes are weakened or stabi
lized by the wave damping (Landau damping) action of the Maxwellian electrons. 
Their presence therefore delimits both the number and the severity of ion-driven 
high frequency instabilities. As now understood, as candidates there appear to 
be only three instability modes, one called the drift-cyclotron loss-cone (DCLC) 
mode, and two "residual" modes (as yet not in evidence, and thus probably much 
less important). The residual modes are the oonvective loss cone (CLC) mode and 
the Alfven ion cyclotron (AIC) modes. In principle all three are subject to 
control by scaling and/or distribution function modification. The DCLC, the only 
one of the three definitely observed, has been demonstrated experimentally to be 
controllable by what is called "warm plasma stabilization" and by scaling to 
larger plasma radius and/or higher magnetic fields to weaken radial density 
gradients (as measured in ion orbit radii), It therefore appears that the long-
sought-for go?l of achieving plasma confinement in mirror systems unhindered by 
plasma instability, is in sight. 

THE TANDEM MIRROR AND THE FIELD-REVERSED MIRROR 

The theoretical understanding of mirror confinement and the stability of 
mirror-confined plasmas described above, together with the experimental confirma
tions be described later constitute proofs of the credibility of the mirror idea 
as applied to solving fusion problems. As previously noted, however, a single 
mirror cell, operated at plasma temperatures yielding the optimum "Q" value 
(ratio of fusion power to plasma heating power input) would produce at best a 
marginally positive power balance; an uneconomically large fraction of the elec
trical power produced would have to be recirculated to sustain the plasma density 
and temperature. The tandem mirror (TM) and the field-reversed mirror (FRM) rep
resent two ways, now under investigation, of incorporating the mirror idea into 
confinement systems capable of much higher Q values, with consequent predicted 
greatly improved economics, relative to the conventional mirror. 

The Tandem Mirror 

Tl* tandem mirror, invented by Fowler and Logan' at Livermore and by 
Dimov'1 in the Soviet Union, utilizes the intrinsic ambipolar potential 
generated in mirror confinement to effect the confinment of a large-volume fusion 
plasma between two small-volume mirror plugs at the ends of the tandem. The 
tandem idea is shown schematically in Fig. 2. By making the plasma density in 
the end cells higher than in the central plasma a potential well for the ions in 
this cell is set up (see Appendix B). To escape, ions must scatter upward in 
energy until they can surmount the potential barrier, the height of which is made 
to be several times the mean energy of the fusion ions in the central cell. The 
tandem idea thus both extends the ion confinement time over that of a single 
mirror cell and allows the achievement of a high Q, since the volume of the 
central cell plasma (which generates the fusion energy) can be made to be large 
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Fig. 2 Schematic of Tandem mirror showing magnetic field 
configuration and plots of plasma density, ambipolar 
potentials and magnetic field intensity. 

compared to that of the end plugs (which require an input of energy to maintain 
their plasma). 

The tandem mirror retains the engineering advantages of steady state opera
tion and linear geometry that characterize the conventional mirror, at the same 
time overcoming the Q limitations of that system. 

Owing to the fact that the TM must use a magnetic configuration composed of 
two end mirror cells and a central solenoid it has MHD properties differing from 
those of a single magnetic well. Theory indicates, however, that the stabilizing 
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effect of the end plugs, plus proper shaping of the transition regions will allow 
MHD stable operation up to substantial central beta values (perhaps as high as 
0.5 with careful design). 

Recently, an improvement in the TM idea thai; is predicted to result in a sub
stantial reduction in the size, technological demands, and cost of a TM power 
plant (relative to the original TM concept) has been proposed by Baldwin and 
Logan.3 Their idea, the "thermal barrier" concept, aims at minimizing the 
thermal interchange between the electrons of the central plasma and those of the 
plug plasmas. It accomplishes this objective by interposing a region of 
relatively negative potential between the central cell and the end plugs, 
achieved by adding a short barrier mirror cell between them. Within this barrier 
cell the ion population is actively depleted relative to the ion density in the 
centred cell, leading thereby to a negative-going "bump" on the potential curve 
(see I'ig. 3). With the two electron populations now isolated from each other it 
is possible to heat the electron populations in the end cells (for example, by 
electron cyclotron resonant heating at microwave frequencies). High plug 
electron temperature can then elevate the plug potential, even for plug plasma 
densities that are comparable to or even lower than the central plasma density. 
The result: a major reduction in the heating power and the magnetic field inten
sity required to sustain and contain the plug plasmas. 

From an engineering standpoint the TM concept is very attractive, owing to 
its modularity and the inherent geometrical separation of functions that is pos
sible in a linear system. 

B^n E l , d 

Density n f 

Fig. 3 Sample magnetic field, potential and 
density profile for' a thermal barrier. 
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The Field-Reversed Mirror 

Whereas the TM represents a synthesis of already-proved mirror elements into 
a new entity whose geometry differs from the conventional magnetic-well mirror 
the FRM is conceived of as retaining the magnetic well mirror geometry but 
changing the plasma configuration within it. New and as yet only partially 
understood plasma physios issues are thereby introduced, but the payoff in 
economic and other terms could be very large. Among the gains relative to other 
m? netic confinement systems would be an extraordinarily increased efficiency in 
the utilization of the confining field, leading either to highly compact D-T 
systems or to ones capable of using advanced fuel cycles. Such advanced fuel 
cycles would for example be the deuterium-deuterium (D-D) cycle, with its adapt
ability to direct conversion and its markedly'reduced problems of neutron damage 
and neutron activation of the chamber wall, as well as its advantages in terms of 
eliminating the need for a tritium-breeding blanket. 

In the FRM as presently visualized at Livermore neutral beams would be 
injected tangentially into a mirror-confined plasma to build up and maintain 
plasma diamagnetic currents sufficient to cause the magnetic field to be reversed 
in its direction deep within the plasma, leading to a closure of the field lines 
on themselves as shown schematically in Fig. H, Plasma confinement in the FRM is 
enhanced over the conventional mirror because trapped particles must first 
diffuse across the field lines before they reach the open field lines of the 
mirror field; field utilization efficiency is enhanced because the plasma diamag
netic currents tend to make the plasma "self-confining" - i.e. it creates its own 
confining magnetic well. 

The FRM idea is a conceptual descendant of an older idea, the "ASTRON" of 
Christofilos, who hoped to use high energy particles (multi-MeV electrons or 
protons) to create a field-reversing particle ring within which a fusion plasma 
would be trapped. It (the FRM) is also a close relative of a growing family of 
other proposed field-reversal ideas, ones using particle rings or plasma diamag
netic currents to form a variety of field-reversed configurations. Among these 
are the field reversed pinch and the spheromak, both closely related to the 
tokamak. 

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of a FRM field maintained 
by neutral beam injection. 



From the standpoint of confinement physios the key issue for the FRM, as yet 
not resolved, is the matter of retaining MHD stability under field-reversed 
conditions. Theoretical predictions are as yet either incomplete or somewhat 
ambiguous on this point. Encouragement comes, however, from experimental data on 
various systems (described later) that in mirror experiments shows gross 
stability at very high beta values approaching field reversal and in other 
devices shows the apparent long-time MHD stability of elongated field-reversed 
entities. 

Finally, calculations have been made to quantify the potential gains in field 
utilization efficiency of a FRM, relative to a toroidal device such as a 
tokamalc. Using a representative theoretical equilibrium model (the Hill's vortex 
model) it was shown11 that volume-averaged fusion power densities in a FRM could 
be as much as 700 times those of a tokamak operated at a beta value of 0.1 (about 
the upper credible limit for conventional tokamaks). This Indicated enhanced 
efficiency of utilization might be employed in various ways: 

o to permit the use of lower magnetic fields 
o to reduce the volume of the reacting plasma relative to the surrounding 

structure 
o to operate at higher plasma temperatures with the DT cycle 
o to permit '•̂ e use of advanced fuels. 
Although still in its infancy scientifically the FRM idea could with contin

ued success a?surae a very important role in the achievement of economic fusion. 

THE DATA BASE 

At the present time the data base on conventional mirror systems is exten
sive, and data on the new tandem mirror idea and on the field-reversed mirror are 
beginning to be accumulated as new experiments (such as the TMX tandeu mirror 
experiment at Livermore) are brought on line. In this article we cannot hope to 
do more than to summarize the most important elements of these data. 

Conventional Mirrors 

Supported by many years of important earlier work on smaller mirror systems 
in many laboratories (for example the PR-6 and PR-7 devices in the U.S.S.R.), the 
most significant plasma confinement rssults were obtained in the 2XIIB experiment 
at Livermore,5 The 2XIIB results were significant both in terms of the plasma 
parameters achieved and the physics understanding obtained. 

A schematic drawing illustrating the key features of the 2XIIB experiment is 
shown in Fig, 5. Beside the use of the special "Yin-Yang" coil set to produce a 
deep magnetic well, the most important feature of this experiment is the array of 
12 neutral beam injectors used to build up and maintain the plasma. The con
cept of neutral beam injection, an essential element in the mirror approach, was 
suggested early in the research. It was not however until megawatt-level sources 
(developed in a joint Lawrence Berkeley and Lawrence Livermore program) became 
available that the technique came into its own. In 2XIIB each neutral beam 
source consists of. (1) an arc box, (2) precision-aligned grids to extract and 
accelerate and focus ions (deuterons) from the arc plasma and finally, (3) a 
neutralizer chamber containing hydrogen gas at a few millitorr pressure within 
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2XHB 

Fig. 5 Schematic drawing of 2XIIB experiment. 

which the accelerated ions are converted to fast atoms by charge exchange with 
the gas. Each neutral beam source is capable of delivering about 50 amperes 
equivalent of neutrals with energies between 10 and 20 keV; taken together the 12 
sources deliver 500+ amperes of fast neutrals into a region about 10 centimeters 
in diameter by 20 cm in length, i.e. at a heating power rate of more than a mega
watt per liter. 

Given this powerful array ?f neutral beam sources it was then a relatively 
straightforward matter to initiate and sustain a high temperature (100+ million 
degrees) plasma with a particle density (2 X 101'1 cm"3), comparable to that 
needed in a fusion power plant. Plasma startup was achieved by impinging the 
beams on a low density "seed" plasms, ger.arated by plasica guns located outside 
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one of the mirrors (see figure). Ionization and charge exchange on this plasma 
stream initiated an exponentiating buildup of the plasma density,, up to a density 
where the particle input rate from the neutral beams was balanced by losses 
through the mirrors. The plasma, once initiated, could then be sustained by the 
beams for as long as they remained on (about 10 milliseconds). 

The first attempts to sustain plasma confinement with the neutral beams in 
2XIIB were not successful. It was socd discovered that at the high ion temper
atures achieved, a previously dormant instability, the DCLC mode earlier alluded 
to, became active enough to severely limit the plasma lifetime. Faced with clear 
evidence of the existence of this mode and of it3 deleterious effects, the tech
nique of "warm plasma stabilization"™ was tried, using at first the same plasma 
guns used to initiate the plasma as the sources of warm plasma. The improvement 
in confinement achieved was dramatic. There followed rapidly a period of 
perfecting the stabilization technique? and a consolidation of the theoretical 
picture.° Later experiments on 2XIIB further confirmed the predictions of the 
theory, in particular the important result that the amount of warm plasma stream 
required to stabilize the DCLC would be reduced as the ratio Rp/ai, plasma 
radius divided by ion orbit radius, increased. Table I summarizes the machine 
and plasma parameters that were achieved in 2XIIB during this period (1976-1977). 

The TMX Tandem Mirror Experiment 

The 2XIIB confinement results provided the impetus that led to the TM idea 
and to the initiation of construction of the TMX experiment at Livermore and to 
the Gamma VI tandem mirror device-at Tsukuba University in Japan. Fig. 6 is a 
drawing showing the elements of the TMX experiment as constructed. 

Preliminary evidence of the generation of confining ambipolar potentials was 
obtained in Gamma VI^. Recently TMX has come into full operation and has 
already yielded data confirming the tandem mirror concept.'" Among the results 
obtained are the following: 

o Electrostatic plugging demonstrated; confinement enhancement factors up 
to 7 to 1 measured, agreeing with theoretical expectations. 

o Existence of potential well directly measured. 
o Central plasma beta values up to approximately 20 percent achieved. 
o Electron confinement improved over that achieved in 2XIIB, as a result 

of reduced stream requirements (central plasma provided stabilizing 
stream). 

While the TMX results are still somewhat limited in nature, they have already 
demonstrated the soundness of the basic tandem mirror idea, both with respect to 
the principle of electrostatic plugging and with respect to the ability of the TM 
field cor. figuration as employed in TMX to suppress MHD instabilities up to rela
tively high beta values. 

Field-Reversed Mirror 
Contrary to the situation with 2XIIB and with TMX, there is no single experi

ment that one can point to today that demonstrates the viability of the FRM con
cept. Field-reversed or near field-reversed plasma states have been produced in 
several different kinds of experiments, but none aa yet provide a sufficient 
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Fig. 6 Ar t i s t ' s drawing of TMX experiment at Livermore. 

picture of the confinement and s tabi l i ty properties of a FRM plasma to validate 
the concept. To mention a few of these experiments we l i s t the following: 

1. The nation of field-reversing electron rings by Fleischmann and 
cc-workers at Cornell . 1 1 

2. The demonstration of a stable elongated FRM plasma in the reversed field 
theta pinch (RFTP) experiments by Linfcrd at Los Alamos12 and by 
Kurtmal'jev and others in the U.S.S.R. 13 

3. The creation of field-reversed ent i t ies by means of a coaxial gun, as 
for example in the recent work of Turner1^ at Livermore. 

Probably the most directly relevant experiments are those in item (2), the 
RFTP experiments. In these experiments a shock-heated plasma i s produced by fast 
magnetic compression followed by a rapid reversal of the external field. The end 
result is the creation of a relatively hot (10Q eV), dense (n * 101° cm-3) 
elongated plasma containing a trapped reversed magnetic flux. This plasma i s 
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seen to persist for as long as 100 microseconds, a time that is of order 100 
times the typical growth times of MHD instabilities. That such a long stable 
period has been observed is very encouraging; that the stability is not yet 
understood theoretioally and the confinement time is still much shorter than the 
time required for fusion purposes means that the i3sue is not resolved. 

An attempt was also made in 2XIIB to create a FRM plasma solely by neutral 
beam injection. By aiming the neutral beams so that they impinged tangentially 
on the plasma the ion diamagnetie currents were enhanced and a state of near-
reversal (AB/B approaching 1.0) was achieved. Fig. 7 shows a comparison between 
the data obtained and the predictions of the Livenore "Superlayer" code 
developed to model neutral beam field reversal experiments. 

With the increasing interest in the FRM and other field-reversed systems new 
experimental results can be soon expected. At Livermore, the 2XIIB experiment 
has been rebuilt to permit new approaches to the creation of FRM plasmas. Now 
called "Beta 11", it incorporates a large coaxial plasma gun which will be used 
to launch a field-reversed entity into the confinement zone, where It will pro
vide a target plasma, already in a field-reversed state, for neutral beam 
buildup. Preliminary experiments have shown that the plasma gun is indeed 
capable of producing a strohgly field-reversed entity. 

THE MIRROR FUSION TEST FACILITY 

In addition to the TMX and Beta II experiments at Livermore, now in opera
tion, there is under construction (for oompleti'bii 1981-82) a much larger experi
ment, MFTF. This experiment is aimed at sealing up both the physios parameters 
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Fig. 7 Experimental data from 2XIIB showing approach to 
field-reversal. Predictions of a computer code 
also shown for comparison. 
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and the technology of a mirror system much more nearly to approach those expected 
to be needed in a fusion power plant. Figure 8 shows an artist's concept of MFTF 
as proposed and as authorized for construction. 

In the MFTF facility as shown the plasma volume will be scaled (relative to 
2XIIB) by a factor of 50 to 100, the plasma temperatures by about 5 (to 500 
million degrees) and the confining field by a f30tor i) (to 20 kilogauss central 
volume; 10 k gauss at the mirror). 

The Hn-Yang type magnet uses niobium-titanium superconductor and weighs some 
200 tons. The neutral beam power supplies are capable of delivering 240 
megawatts of power for up to 30 seconds pulse length. Combinations of neutral 
beam sources, spanning the energy range from 20 keV to 80 keV, are available to 
facilitate startup and maintenance of the plasma. 

As originally proposed, KFTF was planned as a test bed for mirror physics and 
technology issues. In MFTF issues of Lhe physics of the end cells of a TM would 
be addressed, as well as scaled-up FRM experiments. In the latter case MFTF 
would appear to be virtually as large in physical size as that visualized for one 
module of a full-scale FRM power plant. 

Recently, owing to the encouraging results from the TMX tandem nirror experi
ment and the emergence of the thermal barrier idea as permitting an important 

Fig. 8 Artist's drawing of Mirror Fusion Test Facility 
(note size of man for scale). 
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improvement in the economic prospects of the TH, the scope of the HFTF project 
has been reexamined. In the light of this reexamination it is being proposed 
that MFTF be immediately rescoped to tandem form without waiting for completion 
and operation of the single cell. Designated MFTF-B, this facility would consist 
of two end plugs, (the second being a duplicate of the present HFTF), plus a 
central solenoid. Thermal barriers would be included, as a result of which the 
present neutral beam power supplies would be adequate to power the entire 
facility. In ii;s final mode of operation with thermal barriers MFTF-B is 
projected to come close to an equivalent Q = 1 operation (i.e. plasma conditions 
that would yield energy breakeven if a D-T plasma were to be substituted for the 
D-D plasma that will actually be employed in MFTF-B). Figure 9 shows an artist's 
concept of MFTF-B as proposed. 

FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR MIRROR FUSION SYSTEMS 

In the fcrer;oing I have made an attempt to outline the important physics 
elements of the mirror approach to fusion, the experimental data bate that has 
led to buildinf confidence in the mirror confinement concept, and the new 
approaches of ihe tandem mirror and the field-reversed mirror that hold the 
promise of gre: tly improving the economic picture of mirror systems. Insofar as 
it is possible to predict such matters on the basis of incomplete data, it seems 
increasingly I.kely that fusion power systems based on the mirror principle will 
not only become a reality but will possess some very attractive features - rang-

Fig. 9 drawing of MFTF-B-proposed tandem mirror version of MFTF. 
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Fig, 1P Artist's concept of a 1000 MWe TM power r>lant including 
direct converters (large tanks at each end). 

ing from the compactness of the FRM to the modularity and scalability of the TM. 
These optimistic projections are in part based on paper studies of TM and FRM 
systems that have been carried out at Liveritore and elsewhere. 

The above studies have had the considerable value of pointing up areas where 
improvements in the physics of the system could have a major impact on the 
economics. An example is the thermal barrier concept for tt" TM. The 
introduction of the thermal barrier idea has the potential for greatly reducing 
the technological requirements (neutral beam energies and magnetic field 
intensities) of the end plugs, with a corresponding improvement in the system 
cost, 

Figures 10 and 11 are artist's concepts showing TM and FRM power plants 
respectively. The FRM example is a small (few megawatt) unit. It is taken from 
an EPRI-sponsored Livermore study aimed at defining a FRM plant that would be 
able to demonstrate net power, not necessarily at an economic level. One 
important feature of mirror systems that both of the above examples share is that 
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Fig. 11 Conceptual drawing of small demonstration FTiM power plant. 

they can operate steady-state. Another feature, one which has been studied 
extensively, both experimentally and theoretically at Liverraore, is that their 
open-ended topology, wherein the plasma exits along the field lines, together 
with ttwir steady-state operation, readily permits the application of direct 
electrical conversion. As investigated at Livermore, direct converters using 
electrostatic deceleration would act to recover energy, as HVDC, from the plasma 
streams emerging through the mirrors. In this way both the kinetic energy of the 
charged fusion reaction products and that of unburned fusion fuel ions would be 
recovered. In laboratory tests of such direct converters, a conversion 
efficiency of 86 percent was achieved;^ in economically practical systems 
perhaps 60 to 70 percent might be more realistically achievable. Direct 
conversion would become particularly valuable if advanced fuels, such as 
deuterium-Helium 3 could be burned. These fuels deliver their fusion energy 
largely or solely as charged reaction products. 

Whatever the final form that magnetic fusion systems may take, certainly it 
is fair to say that the probability that economically successful fusion power 
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plants will in time be built is being substantially enhanced by the work, now 
gathering momentum in laboratories worldwide, directed at mirror-related 
confinement ideas. 

APPENDIX A 

In an open system, such as a mirror machine, magnetic confinement operates in 
two dimensions. That is to say, the magnetic field not only inhibits the dif
fusion of particles across the field lines to the chamber walls, but it also acts 
to inhibit their escape along the field lines. Longitudinal confinement is 
effected by magnetic mirror action, i.e. particles spiralling along the field 
lines are repelled from regions of increasing magnetic field—the mirrors—at the 
ends of ths confinement chamber: Each helically-moving particle represents an 
infinitesimal circular current element generating a dipole-like magnetic moment 
of magnitude 

wl 
u = -J- , (la) 

perpendicular kinetic energy divided by local magnetic field. Except as influ
enced by collisions (which can deflect the particle and thereby change p), or by 
high frequency plasma instabilities (about which more later), u remains essen
tially constant as the particle moves along the field lines. 

If we ignore for the moment the effect on the particles' motions of electric 
potentials that may exist within the plasma, we may derive an informative simple 
expression for the trapping of particles by mirrors: When e l e c W c potentials 
can be ignored the total kinetic energy of a particle, W = W| + W|, is also a 
"constant of the motion". We then have, for motion along the field line direction 

(2a) 

(3a) 

(la) 

(5a) 

(6b) 

since u is constant. In other words in a mirror machine the quantity pB repre
sents an "effective" confining potential for particle motions along the field 
lines. It follows that a particle can be trapped provided the depth of this 

dW dW. dW„ 
ds = 0 = T 1 « ds 

II 

' ds~ ' 

and from (1) 

dp 

ds = 

1 dWj 
0 = B dT 

W l d B 

• - fl2 ds 

combining (3a), (2a) and (1a) we have 
dW|| dB 

ds~ •- -m 
since W,, = jMv,? and v,,: : ds/dt, we then have. from Newton's Firs t Law, 

d W | | d(MV||) d(Mv,|) 

dt " vll dt ' dt ' Fll 

Fll = 
dB h '»«• (• 
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ma3netic potential well is such that 

yB > W , (7a) 
max 

where B u a x is the magnetic field at the mirrors. 

The above relationship can be converted to a relationship defining the "loss 
cone" angle for a mirror system, i.e. the minimum pitch angle (in its helical 
motion along the field lines) that a particle may have to remain trapped between 
the mirrors. Since u = W./3, we may write equivalently for the trapping con
dition (7a) the condition 

Wx (^p) > V . (8a) 
If we now evaluate this expression at the low point of the field between the 

mirrors B = B 0, and express it in terms of the "mirror ratio", R m = Bu a x/B 0, 
it becomes 

«l(o) , 
(9a) 

Since Wj = JMV^ and W = £Mv2, we have the condition 
vx(o) 1 
_ _ s s i n 9 { 0 ) > f ( 1 0 a ) 

where 6(o) is the pitch angle of the particle's helical orbit evaluated at 
B r B 0. The trapping condition therefore becomes a condition on 8(o): 

6(o) > sin'1 (-W . (11a) 
ID 

To remain trapped between mirrors, particles must spiral along the field 
lines with a sufficiently steep pitch angle for mirroring action to be 
effective. It follows that it is not possible to confine an isotropic plasma in 
a conventional mirror system. 

The trapping condition given above needs to be modified to take into account 
electric potentials that may be present in a mirror trapped plasma. The 
electrons of a mirror-trapped plasma, as long as their mean energies are compar
able to or lower than the ions, will scatter in pitch angle (by collisions with 
the ions and with other electrons) much more rapidly than will the ions, thus 
would be expected to escape through the mirrors more rapidly. However, any 
initial disparity in loss rate leads immediately to the buildup of a plasma 
potential of such a sign and magnitude to bring the loss rates to equality. The 
magnitude of this positive "amblpolar" potential e<|i0 is typically k to 5 
kT e. Since T e rises to as high as 0.1 T^ in a mirror plasma in oollisional 
equilibrium, eij>0 can be as high as 40 to 50 percent of the mean ion energies, 
thus can have a substantial effect on their confinement, through depletion of the 
lower energy components (which are expelled by the positive ambipolar potential). 
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To correct the previously-derived trapping equation (7a) for the effect of an 
ambipolar potential we need only change the energy conservation condition to 
include the potential. In other words, we have the invariants 

E : Wj + Wii + e<b = constant 
wl u s =- s constant 

We take <|> = 4>0 at B = B 0 and • = 0 at the mirror, so that for a barely-
trapped particle 

E = uB + Wii(o) + e<p a t B = B o ii o o 

PB_ a t B = B_ 
max max 

From (12a) and 13a) i t fo l lows t h a t 
w i ( 0 ) [ v 1] '- V o ) + e*0 • 

Also 

W||(o) = WQ - W^o) , 

where W0 is the total particle kinetic energy at B = B 0. 

Combining Ota) and (15a) and the relationship between pitch angle and 
V.LM/% we find 

(12a) 

(13a) 

(11a) 

(15a) 

R sin $ 1 + V (16a) 

+ e<|> /W o o 
(17a) 

when <|i0 - 0, this expression reduces to the previous result, Eq. (11a). 
Equation (17a) may also be used to determine the minimum total kinetic energy 
that an ion may have and s t i l l remain trapped between the mirrors in the presence 
of an arabipolar potential. For such a partiole we have <|>c = TT/2 so that, from 
16a, 

e<j) 

(B - 1) 
m 

(18a) 

If we now consider the electrons of the plasma, for which e is negative, we 
see from 17a that all electrons for which W 0 < eif>0 are trapped electro
statically by the plasma potential Higher energy electrons may also be trapped, 
provided their pitch angles satisfy the condition 17a as evaluated with negative 
charge. 
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Fig. 1A Velocity-space loss hyperbola 
for ions in a mirror cell, including 
the effect of an ambipolar potential. 

Fig. 2A Velocity-space loss 
hyperbolae for electrons in a 
mirror cell, including the effects 
of mirror ambipolar potential and 
wall sheaths. 

The above trapping relationships for ions and electrons can be depicted 
schematically in the forms of "loss hyperbolae" (the extension of the simple 
loss-cone idea), plots in the v^, V|j velocity space. In the case of the ions 
these loss hyberbolae do not reach the origin, corresponding to the requirements 
of condition 18a; in the case of the electrons the loss boundaries do not eyalude 
the origin, corresponding to the fact that electrons may be electrostatically 
trapped. 

Figures 1A and £A depict the loss hyperbolae described abovs. 

APPENDIX B 

Tandem Mirror Equations 

The concept of the TM is based on two relatively simple physics consider
ations: D The Boltzmann relation giving the density of electrostatically trap
ped electrons as a function of the local value of the plasma potential, and the 
"Pastukov" formula for the confinement time (against collisional loss) for ions 
bound in an electrostatic well. In addition, the thermal barrier concept can be 
characterized by an extension of (1). 

Boltzmann relation: 

-e[(|i(z) - <f(0)] /kT 
= e (lb) 

From which it follows that the potential difference between two positions z is 
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given by 

e [ *(z) - 0(0) ] = log 
ne(0) (2b) 

Pastukov Relation (for R m = 10): 

m 10" T f ««P l fJ (3b) 

From Eq. (3B) it can be seen that for Q± > Tj an exponential improvement 
over conventional mirror nr values (nr a 4 X 1 0 1 0 T 3 / 2 for R m = 10) can 
be achieved. Here ̂  is the_depth of the TM potential well and Ti is the ion 
kinetic temperature in keV (E^ s 3/2 kT^). 

Thermal Barrier Equations 

n. = n„ exp(-ed) /kT ) = n exp | -e(A + 4 )/kT 1 . b c T o eo p [ Tb Tc epl 
From (IB) and (1E) 

(Kb) 

"c e x p h*b / k T ec + 6 ( $ b + V / k T e p } (5b) 

Here n^, %; n p, 0 p and rig, 0 O are the plasma densities and potentials 
in the barrier, plug, and central cell, respectively, and k T e o and k T e p are 
the electron temperatures in the central cell and plug, respectively. 

To generate the negative potential dip therefore requires that n^ < n 0, 
i.e. the barrier cell must be depleted of ions, However, as seen from (5B), once 
the thermal barrier Is in place, and if T e p > T e o , it is not required that 
n p > n 0 in order to generate the confining potential <J>C. 
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TABLE I 

TyDical 2XI1B Parameters 

Machine parameters 
1975 1977 

Neutral bean 
Aim 
Voltage (kV) 
Current (A) 
Duration (ma) 

Head On 
20 
300 
10 

Tangential 
20 
500 
10 

stabilizing stream Plasma gun Gas box 

Magnetic field 
Field strength B v a e(T) 
Mirror ratio 
Duration (ms) 
Length mirror-mirror L (m) 

0.67 
2:1 
10 
1.50 

0.67 
2:1 
10 

I.LO 

Plasma parameters 
Density n^m-3) 
Ion energy W^(keV) 
Electron temperature (eV) 
Beta = 8 irnWj/B2,^ 
Field reversal parameter AB/B 
n xg (m-3s) 

5 X 1 0 " 
13 
85 
0.6 
0.3 
7 X 1 0 1 6 

1.5 X 1 0 2 0 

13 
1110 
1.7 
0.7 

1 X 1 0 " 

Plasma size 

Hadius Rp (m) 
Length L p (m) 
Volume (m3) 
Vacuum gyro radius a^ (E) 
V»i 2-0 
L/ai 

0.07 
0.20 
5.5 X 10-3 
0.035 
1.7 

13 

0.06 
0.16 

3.2 X 10-3 
0.035 

13 
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